


Peace of Mind 
Create trust against the unknown 

as life happens and plans can change 

on a moment’s notice.

Simple Claims Process 
No one wants to waste time on the phone.

 Our online claims process 
takes just a few clicks

“Not your father’s 
travel insurance 
company…”
We are a full transactional 
insurance engine, built for 
the highly technical and 
multi-faceted world that 
IS the travel industry.  

Offering today’s travelers 
Peace of Mind… just a click away.



Affordable 
 TripGuarantee’s low flat fee pricing model 

is not only dynamic and scalable to the ticket value, 

but is the most affordable on the market today.

Cutting Edge Technology
Industry disruption is our middle name and between 

our simple REST API, cutting edge Java Script Widgets, and web 

hooks we blow the socks off of the stagnant insurance industry.





About TripGuarantee

Often when travelers go on a vacation they incur significant costs including: 

flights, hotels, rental cars, etc. which are all pre-reserved if not pre-purchased 

with no refunds within 48-72hrs in advance. Therefore we offer a travel insur-

ance with TRIPGUARANTEE to offer a complete vacation policy to ensure 

that your next trip is protected from the unknown and keeps you focused on 

what umbrella drink you will be having by the hotel pool! 

TRIPGUARANTEE offers a more competitive Travel Coverage than the lead-

ing competitors in the market at a lower cost which enables us to protect 

more travelers and add peace of mind to their next trip. Start offering your 

travelers the complete experience protection they deserve! 





Travel Insurance 
Programs
We offer two types 

of Travel Insurance Programs

Standard Policy
• 100% Trip Cancellation Coverage

• 100% Trip Interruption Coverage

• Travel Delays up to $150

Enhanced Policy
Standard Policy above and including

• Covering Airline Change Fees up to $250

• Lost or Damaged Baggage Coverage up to $1000

• Bag Delay up to $300

• Increased Travel Delay Coverage up to $500

• Missed Connection Coverage up to $500



The benefits of TripGuarantee travel insurance

100% Protection - against losses from trip cancellation, interruption, and more; 
before or while traveling worldwide.



Have a Question?
A licensed representative can assist you at anytime, no automated service

Save Money
with TripGuarantee’s 

discounted rates over 

the carriers offering

Save Time
by handling all aspects 

of insurance within the 

TripGuarantee environment

Genuine Insurance
coverage as opposed to 

‘Declared Value’ offered 

by some carriers

Simple Claims
process which is 

hassle free, and 

user friendly.

TripGuarantee is currently able to work with a multitude of platforms available to travel businesses.  

Our JS Widget or API can be integrated into your payment gateway, website, or ERP system as our 

internal systems and technologies have been built to be as flexible and scalable as possible; 

ensuring that we can be there every step of the way as business grows.

Platform Integration & Reporting



Webhook API
to give access to many data points

including alerting when a claim has

 been approved to allow you to.



Technology Company Selling Insurance Vs. Insurance Company 
Trying To Compete In A Technology Driven Space.

Unlike our competitors we are driven to continually create, refine, and build disruptive technology 

in the ticketing space so that we can offer the most cutting edge features for our clients. 

We constantly strive for higher conversions, maximum access to data, and webhook options 

for any data point in our system.

Webhook API
to give access to many data points

including alerting when a claim has

 been approved to allow you to. Full Dashboard 
offering transparency to see all 

clients, travelers, and their applicable 

status throughout the process flow.





According to the US Travel Insurance Association’s latest study,

 Americans remain strongly interested in coverage and protection offered 

by travel insurance, with more than 152 million Americans covered 

by travel protection this past year. 

In 2014 US population was 309 million

124 million of Americans were insured for travel 

$1.8 billion spent by Americans 
on travel insurance

17% of people actually claim their travel insurance
That’s 1 out of 6 buyers

Travel Insurance is the most claimed insurance of any type in the US.

Why Buy Travel Insurance

Travel Insurance Claims Breakdown

40%
trip cancellation

37%
flight delayed 

13%
other

9%
bags





flight delays

16.85 minutes in average 

6.8% of flights are delayed more than an hour

1.465M flights a year are delayed

Airline   Percent cancelled 
Frontier....................................................................................................................................................................0.29

Virgin America........................................................................................................................................................0.16

Jetblue......................................................................................................................................................................0.74

Alaska.......................................................................................................................................................................0.43

Southwest................................................................................................................................................................0.78

Delta .........................................................................................................................................................................0.42

Airtran........................................................................................................................................................................1.52

US Airways...............................................................................................................................................................1.39

American...................................................................................................................................................................1.42

United.........................................................................................................................................................................1.27

Worst airlines 
by cancelled flights





Airline   Mishandled baggage*
Frontier.....................................................................................................................................................................2.19

Virgin America.......................................................................................................................................................0.95

Jetblue.......................................................................................................................................................................2.14

Alaska..........................................................................................................................................................................3.5

Southwest................................................................................................................................................................4.23

Delta..........................................................................................................................................................................2.78

Airtran........................................................................................................................................................................5.19

US Airways..............................................................................................................................................................3.09

American..................................................................................................................................................................3.59

United.......................................................................................................................................................................4.06

*an Average across all airlines which is 3.40 per 1000 bags.

Worst airlines 
by mishandled baggage

That is 1 out of every 
300 bags are lost/damaged 

or at least 1 person per flight.



Americans are unfortunately 
behind the rest of the World:

In the US approx 40% of travelers choose 

to protect themselves with travel insurance 

In the UK over 68% of travelers protect 

themselves according to the British Foreign 

and Commonwealth Office (FCO) 

Equally over 70% of Australians protect 

themselves and the Australian Department of 

Foreign Affairs and Trade even states, 

“If you can’t afford 
Travel Insurance
you can’t afford to travel.”







The 
Program
Steps

Step 1 
Call TripGuarantee to sign up to offer 

TripGuarantee on every Travel Package

Step 2
Integrate our TripGuarantee widget 

or API into your website checkout.

Step 4
Client files claim with TripGuarantee for 

any travel cancellations, interruptions, 

etc. before and/or during their trip 

worldwide.

Step 3
Client Receives Policy - Unique Claims 

Link Sent on merchant receipt as well 

as optional separate email directly from 

TripGuarantee



Coverage

In addition, our coverage is world wide outside of any country that is 

or may become Embargoed by the United States or United Nations 

as sanctioned by the Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC).

Streamlined Claims Process

In order to bring as much value to our program as possible, we have designed 

the claims process to be as easy as possible from start to finish. Upon signup, 

the customer will be provided with a unique link to a claims portal they 

can use to file their claim entirely online.



Policy Terms

 All TripGuarantee policies are month-to-month. 

The policy holder is free to cancel at anytime with no cancellation fees. 

The policy holder would only be responsible to pay for travel insured 

during the active term of the policy.

Minimum Requirements

 There are no minimum requirements to sign up with TripGuarantee. We have travel insurance 

programs and rates available, whether it is a corporation sending hundreds of employees 

a year on thousands of trips, or an individual family going on an annual vacation, we have 

a travel insurance solution to fit their needs.





The Policy

We pride ourselves in the fact that our policies are easy to understand for

 the common traveler and don’t require someone to get legal counsel 

to merely protect their vacation!

The Value

Finally a policy that understands the business travel and consumer behavior 

as well as directly helps increase your sales while decreasing the exposure of 

Chargebacks and Refunds that is out of your control. You will realize a cost savings 

over your current insurance expenditures as well as a more streamlined claims 

experience with superior coverage.

 

The Setup

We work with all shipping platforms and ecommerce websites. 

Values are entered in an unused reference field instead of the declared value field. 

Data sent to us/you at the end of the month.

Average 
Increase in 
Conversions

Reduction 
in Refunds

Reduction in 
Chargebacks

Higher Spend 
per Transaction 
on Average

5.27% 72% 49%6%



Full Advertising Fee Control 
and Management

Turn what used to be an expense into a new profit center. 

Through advertising fees, TripGuarantee can become a profit  

center on top of the immediate ROI from the increase of conversions, 

sales, and decrease in losses from refunds and chargebacks. 

Reduction in Refunds

You keep your original profits versus reimbursing your 

consumers through refund requests, as the majority of 

your refunds would be paid out as claims back to your 

consumers, leaving your money in your pocket. 





Reduction in Chargebacks

Due to our simple and easy claims process via the web 

or phone, your consumers can voice their concerns and get

their money back via our fast and painless claims process. 

Money back = no chargeback filed in the first place, 

via the easiest way possible.

Eliminates Hidden Expenses 
from Refunds and Chargebacks

Merchants often forget about the hidden or lost expenses

of refunds and chargebacks, where, not only do you lose 

your profits, but you have already lost your product costs, 

shipping costs, customer acquisition costs, processing fees, etc.







Peace of Mind for Today’s Traveler

How to Create Peace of Mind… which equates to more revenue.

The issue

How do you do that

Add Customer 
Confidence

Increase 
Revenues

Reduce Customer
Service Expenses

How do we convert leads into customers 

in this unbranded world? 

Some people want results, some want 

gratification, some want happiness, 

but at the end of the day, it all boils 

down to one thing: avoiding regret.

You use a convincing GUARANTEE 

to silence that objection. 

100% money back guaranteed to your 

customers if anything prevents them

from being able to enjoy their trip as planned.

All approved claims will be paid within 

5-7 business days. 

By creating consumer trust with our guarantees,

your customers will buy more and abandon the

cart less often which creates a higher conversion

rate and bigger revenue.

TripGuarantee handles all claims through our 

Call Center which comes out of our pocket, 

not yours.



The TripGuarantee Difference

Customer Service
Competitors - Multiple automated prompts until you reach live person.

TripGuarantee - Reach a live person via phone or chat immediately, excellent customer service

Filing Methods
Competitors - Online/At Post Office/ By Mail

TripG - Online/Email/Fax/Mail

Resolution Data
Competitors - Once in receipt of properly executed claim, claim may be paid within 30-45 days.

TripG - Once in receipt of properly executed claim claim may be paid within 7-10 business days.

Documentation Requirement
Competitors - Requires that you supply evidence of insurance, evidence of mailing.

TripG - Has automatic confirmation of coverage and does not require evidence of Shipment.



Filing a Claim
Competitors - Takes up to 25 minutes to complete a claim filing (per Competitors’ website).

TripG - Takes up to 5 minutes to complete a claim filing.

International Filing Methods
Competitors - You must call International Inquiry Center and provide sender, buyer, and contact 

information and article number in order to get approval to file claim. They then deal with 

foreign post office, approve the ability to file a claim and then mail claim documents.

TripG - Online/Email/Fax/Mail

Documentation
Competitors - Customer must provide original copy of insurance in addition to the standard 

documents stated earlier. Can’t be uploaded online, is required to be mailed in.

TripG - Has automatic confirmation of coverage, requires same standard documentation 

as domestic claim. Documents can be uploaded online.

Damage Claims
Competitors - If damaged, bagage may be required to be shipped to its country of origin.

TripG - No such requirements.



Start offering your travel partners and customers 

the security and peace of mind that they want and 

are entitled to in today’s online world. Allow us to 

provide that peace of mind to your consumers and 

use it as a differentiating value proposition against 

your competitors and peers.

Partner
with
Us





www.shopguarantee.com/tripguarantee

Create customer confidence and trust in todays online marketplace




